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Abstract

The drag on two coaxial flocs of nonuniform structure in a Newtonian fluid is evaluated for Reynolds number ranges from 0
A two-layer model is adopted to simulate various possible structures of a floc. The influences of the key parameters of the prob
consideration, including the separation distance between two flocs, the Reynolds number, and the ratios (inner radius/outer r
(permeability of outer layer/permeability of inner layer), on the drag acting on two flocs are investigated. We show that if Reynolds
is small, the drag on the leading floc is about the same as that on the rear floc. However, if Reynolds number is sufficiently large
wakes are formed in the rear region of the leading floc, the drag on it is greater than that on the rear floc. For a fixed mean perme
more nonuniform the floc structure is, the more important is its influence on the drag, and the more appreciable the deviation o
coefficient–Reynolds number curve from a Stokes’-law-like relation.
 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The linear size of the floc formed in a typical wat
and wastewater treatment process is on the order of 10
1000 µm. Because the Reynolds number for the sedime
tion of such an entity is considerably larger than that requ
for creeping flow, Stokes’ law is usually inapplicable[1].
According to Neale et al.[2], the drag on a porous sphe
cal particle moving with a constant velocityV in an infinite,
stagnant Newtonian fluid can be expressed as

(1)F =
(

1

2
ρV 2

)(
πr2

1

)
CDΩ,

whereCD is the drag coefficient,r1 the radius of the parti
cle, ρ is fluid density, and 0� Ω � 1 is a correction facto
taking the porous structure of the particle into account.CD is
a function of Reynolds numberReand the sphericity of the
floc [3–5]. For a rigid sphere of radiusr1 under creeping flow
condition, to which Stokes’ law is applicable, the drag act
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on it, FS, can be expressed asFS = 6πµr1V , and we have
CD = 24/ReandΩ = 1, whereµ is the viscosity of fluid.
Apparently, for the same size, the drag on a porous sp
is smaller than that on a rigid sphere. Neale et al.[2] were
able to derive an analytical expression forΩ as a function
of the diameter and the permeability of the floc for a u
formly structured floc under creeping flow condition. T
result derived was justified experimentally by Matsum
and Suganuma[6].

Because floc formation involves nonlinear, stocha
processes its structure is of a complicated nature. Assum
a uniform, porous structure, Wu and Lee[7–11] evaluated
the drag on a spherical floc. Other types of structure m
els were also available in the literature. Jorand et al.[12], for
example, proposed a three-layered floc model, and a
tilayer model was proposed by Veerapanenim and Wies
Li and Ganczarczyk observed that, depending upon the
tents and the formation mechanism, floc could have eith
less or more permeable outer layer[13,14]. Based on their
observation, Hsu and Hsieh used a two-layer model to
ulate various possible nonuniform floc structures, and
sedimentation of floc for following geometries were d
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cussed: a spherical[15] and a spheroid[16] floc in an infinite
Newtonian fluid, a spherical floc along the axis of a cylind
cal tube filled with a Newtonian fluid[17], and a spherica
floc toward a plane[18]. Adopting a free surface cell mode
Li [19] estimated the drag on a two-layered floc in a floc d
persion; the effects of floc concentration on the flow fi
and on the drag were examined. Stimson and Jeffery[20]
concluded that under creeping flow conditions, the drag
two rigid, coaxial spheres in an infinite viscous fluid are
same, and can be expressed as

(2)FS = 3πµdrV γ,

whereγ denotes the ratio between the drag exerted on e
sphere and the Stokes’ law. In an attempt to measure the
on two interacting rigid particles, Rowe and Henwood[21],
Lee [22], and Tsuji et al.[23] applied a pendulum metho
and water channel flow; the Reynolds number ranged f
500 to 10,000. Due to the fluctuating nature of the data g
ered, however, only a general trend between drag coeffic
and the separation distance between two particles cou
obtained. Zhu et al.[24] developed a microforce measurin
system, which could be used directly to measure the inte
tion force between two rigid particles for Reynolds num
ranges from 20 to 130. Their method was adopted by Li
et al.[25] and Chen and Wu[26] to measure the drag on tw
rigid spheres.

In this study the drag on two coaxial flocs havi
a nonuniform structure is estimated. A Darcy–Brinkm
model is adopted to simulate the flow field inside a floc a
a two-layer model used to describe the floc structure.
influences of the key parameters of the system under
sideration, including the Reynolds number, the separa
distance between two flocs, the relative magnitudes of
permeabilities of the inner and the outer layers of a floc,
the relative thickness of the inner and the outer layers
floc, on the drag acting on two flocs are investigated.

2. Theory

We consider here two flocs moving along their center
at a steady speed ofV through an unbound quiescent Ne
tonian fluid of viscosityµ and densityρ. For simplicity, we
assume that a floc can be simulated by a two-layer struc
Referring toFig. 1, let d , ri , (ro − ri), andS be, respectively
the diameter of a floc, the radius of the inner layer, the th
ness of the outer layer, and the center-to-center distance

2.1. Flow field in liquid phase

Suppose that the steady-state flow field in the liquid ph
can be described by the Navier–Stokes equation and the
tinuity equation

(3)uf · ∇uf = −∇P + 2 ∇2uf,

Re
g

t

.

-

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the problem considered where two
tical, coaxial flocs are placed in an infinite Newtonian fluid.ro andri are
respectively the radii of the outer and the inner layers of a floc, andV is the
bulk velocity of the fluid.

(4)∇ · uf = 0,

whereRe= 2ρroVz/µ is the Reynolds number andρ, µ,
andVz are respectively the density and the viscosity of fl
and thez-component ofV. P = (p + ρgZ)/ρV 2

z is the
scaled pressure, andp, g, andZ are respectively the pres
sure, gravitational acceleration, andz-coordinate.∇ is the
dimensionless gradient operator scaled by 1/ro, and uf is
the dimensionless velocity scaled byV.

2.2. Flow field in inner and outer layers of a floc

Suppose that the steady-state flow field inside a floc
be described by the Darcy–Brinkman model[2] and the con-
tinuity equation. That is,

(5)uj + Re

2β2
j

∇P = ∇2uj , j = o, i,

(6)∇ · uj = 0, j = o, i,

whereβj = ro/
√

kj is the scaled floc radius,kj being the
permeability of regionj , uj is the scaled flow velocity in
regionj , scaled byV, andj is a region index,j = o and i
representing, respectively, the outer and the inner part o
floc.

2.3. Boundary conditions

We assume that both the fluid velocity and the shear s
are continuous on both the outer layer–liquid interface
the inner layer–outer layer interface. Also, the fluid far aw
from flocs is uninfluenced by their presence. Therefore,
boundary conditions associated with Eqs.(3)–(6)are

(7)uf = uo and µf∇uf = µo∇uo, r = ro,

(8)uo = ui and µo∇uo = µi∇ui, r = ri,

(9)uz = 1 asr → ∞,

whereuz is the scaledz-component of the fluid velocity. Th
symmetric nature of the present problem also requires th

(10)
∂uf

∂r
= ∂uo

∂r
= ∂ui

∂r
= 0, r = 0.

For simplicity, we assume thatµf = µo = µi .
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Table 1
Variation of the drag on two coaxial rigid spheres at various combinations ofS/d andRecalculated by the analytic result of Happel and Brenner[27] and by
the present numerical method

S/d Analytic
result (N)

Leading floc,
numerical (N)

Percentage
deviation (%)

Rear floc,
numerical (N)

Percentage
deviation (%)

Re= 0.1
1.5 6.57867× 10−5 6.63629× 10−5 −0.875844 6.68942× 10−5 −1.6835301
2 6.96812× 10−5 7.05898× 10−5 −1.3039484 7.03209× 10−5 −0.9181196
3 7.53240× 10−5 7.73846× 10−5 −2.7355871 7.64361× 10−5 −1.4762946
5 8.15366× 10−5 8.37071× 10−5 −2.6619664 8.14296× 10−5 0.1312083

11 8.86016× 10−5 8.97825× 10−5 −1.3327904 8.72675× 10−5 1.5057354

Re= 0.01
1.5 6.57867× 10−6 6.55843× 10−6 0.3075983 6.74696× 10−6 −2.5581599
2 6.96812× 10−6 6.97742× 10−6 −0.1334601 7.09281× 10−6 −1.789431
3 7.53240× 10−6 7.65238× 10−6 −1.5927515 7.70815× 10−6 −2.3332322
5 8.15366× 10−6 8.29130× 10−6 −1.6880849 8.20307× 10−6 −0.605933

11 8.86016× 10−6 8.93592× 10−6 −0.8550565 8.75283× 10−6 1.2113728

Note. Key: ro = 0.12 cm,ri = 0.06 cm,ρ = 1 g/cm3, andµ = 0.01 poise.
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3. Results and discussion

The governing equations and the associated boun
conditions were solved numerically by FIDAP 7.6, whi
is based on a finite element method. The applicability of
software is justified by comparing the results for the c
of two rigid spheres with the analytic results of Happel a
Brenner[27], which is exact asRe→ 0; both results are
summarized inTable 1. Note that under the conditions o
creeping flow, the drags on the leading particle should be
same as that on the rear particle.Table 1reveals that thes
drags, while close to each other, are not exactly the sa
This arises mainly from the fact thatRehas a small nonzer
value and the precision limit of the software. The deviat
is less than 3%, suggesting that the performance of the
ware adopted is satisfactory. In general, the smaller theRe
the more accurate the analytic result for the leading floc
and the reserve trend is observed for the rear floc. The fo
is expected, and the latter arises from the fact the behavi
the rear floc is inevitably influenced by the presence of
leading floc.

3.1. Velocity field

We define the volume-averaged permeabilityk̄ and the
volume-averaged radius̄β as

(11)k =
2∑

j=1

Vjkj

/ 2∑
j=1

Vj ,

(12)β̄ = dp/2
√

k̄.

Fig. 2shows the velocity field for two identical flocs at va
ious (ko/ki ) for two levels ofRe for the case when (S/d)
is relatively small; that for the case when (S/d) is relatively
large is presented inFig. 3. Here, because bothro and β̄

are fixed, so is the volume-averaged permeability of a fl
In Figs. 2a and 2d, ko/ki = 0.1, the inner layer of a floc is
.

more permeable than its outer layer;ko/ki = 1 in Figs. 2b
and 2e, where a floc has a uniform structure;ko/ki = 10 in
Figs. 2c and 2f, where the inner layer of a floc is less pe
meable that its outer layer. As can be seen inFigs. 2a–2c, if
Re is small, the convective motion of fluid is inappreciab
and the flow field in front of a floc is symmetric to that on
back. As shown inFigs. 2d–2f, the flow field becomes asym
metric whenRe increases to 40. However, due to the h
permeability nature of a floc, boundary layer separatio
not observed in the rear region of a floc.Fig. 2 also reveals
that the flow field for the case whenko/ki = 0.1 is differ-
ent from that whenko/ki = 10, implying that although the
volume-averaged permeability of a floc remains the sa
the flow field is still influenced by its structure. The quali
tive behavior of the flow field inFig. 3 is similar to that in
Fig. 2. As can be seen inFigs. 3a–3c, if Re= 0.1, the in-
teraction between the flow field of the leading floc and t
of the rear floc becomes unimportant whenS/d = 11. How-
ever, this interaction is still appreciable whenRe= 40, as
shown inFigs. 3d–3f, but is less significant than that for th
case whenS/d = 2, as can be seen inFig. 2.

3.2. Effect of separation distance between two flocs

The influence of (S/d) on the ratio (CDΩr/CDΩl ) at vari-
ous values of (ko/ki ) is illustrates inFig. 4for the case when
Re= 40 andβ̄ = 2. If Re is sufficiently large, wakes ar
formed in the rear region of the leading floc and the d
on the rear floc is smaller than that when the leading
is absent, as can be seen inFig. 4. Also, the more nonuni
form the floc structure, the more significant the influen
of (S/d) on the interaction between two flocs is. Accor
ing to Wu and Lee[11], for uniformly structured flocs a
β = 5 andRe= 40, the drags on both the leading and
rear flocs increase with the increase inS/d . However, be-
cause the former approaches a constant value but the
does not, (CDΩr/CDΩl ) increases with (S/d), which is con-
sistent with the result inFig. 4. Furthermore, ifRe is suffi-
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Fig. 2. Velocity field for two identical flocs at various (ko/ki ) for the case whenS/d = 2 andβ̄ = 2. Re= 0.1 in (a), (b), (c), andRe= 40 in (d), (e), (f).
(a) and (d),ko/ki = 0.1; (b) and (e),ko/ki = 1; (c) and (f),ko/ki = 10. Key:ro = 0.12 cm,ri = 0.06 cm,ρ = 1 g/cm3, andµ = 0.01 poise.
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ciently large, regardless of the value of (S/d), CDΩr is al-
ways smaller thanCDΩl , and therefore,(CDΩr/CDΩl) < 1.

3.3. Effect of Reynolds number

The variation of the ratio(CDΩr/CDΩl) as a function
of Re at various combinations of (ko/ki ) and (S/d) for a
fixed β̄ is illustrated inFig. 5, and that at various (ko/ki )
when both (S/d) and β̄ are fixed is shown inFig. 6. Fig. 5
suggests that ifReis small, that is, the flow is close to cree
ing flow, the drags on the two flocs are about the sa
as expected. However, asRe increases, the influence of th
flow field behind the leading floc on the rear floc becom
significant, and (CDΩr/CDΩl ) starts to deviate from unity
Note that the more nonuniform the floc structure is,
more significant this effect. As can be seen inFig. 5, for
β̄ = 2, (CDΩr/CDΩl) declines monotonically with the in
crease inRe, and approaches a constant when it is su
ciently large; the smaller the (S/d), the smaller theRe at
which (CDΩr/CDΩl) starts to level off. In general, if (S/d)
is small, the influence ofReon the rear floc is more impor
tant than that when it is large. It is interesting to observe
Fig. 6 that if β̄ = 1, (CDΩr/CDΩl) has a local minimum a
Revaries, which does not appear for the case of two r
spheres, and it is easier for this local minimum to app
when the inner layer of a floc is more permeable than
outer layer. The presence of the local minimum can be
plained as follows. In general, whenRe is small, we have
a creeping flow, and the drags on the two flocs are ab
the same, (CDΩr/CDΩl ) is close to unity. AsRe increases
the noncreeping flow field behind the leading floc leads
a smaller drag on the rear floc than that on the leading
(CDΩr/CDΩl ) is smaller than unity, and the largerRe the
smaller (CDΩr/CDΩl ). However, if the permeability of th
floc is sufficiently high andRe increases to a certain leve
because it is easier for fluid to penetrate the leading fl
the influence of the flow field on the decline of the drag
the rear floc becomes less important and (CDΩr/CDΩl ) be-
comes closer to 1. Note that the local minimum does
occur if ko/ki is sufficiently large (say, 10). This is becau
in this case the presence of the outer layer can be negle
and the inner layer is close to a rigid sphere.Fig. 6 also
suggests that, if the outer layer of a floc is less perme
than its inner layer (ko/ki < 1), the larger the value ofko

the greater the ratio (CDΩr/CDΩl ) is. On the other hand
if the outer layer of a floc is more permeable than its in
layer (ko/ki > 1), the larger the value ofko the smaller the
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Fig. 3. Velocity field for two identical flocs at various (ko/ki ) for the case whenS/d = 11 andβ̄ = 2. Re= 0.1 in (a), (b), (c), andRe= 40 in (d), (e), (f).
(a) and (d),ko/ki = 0.1; (b) and (e),ko/ki = 1; (c) and (f),ko/ki = 10. Key: same as inFig. 2.
he
on

re,
ratio (CDΩr/CDΩl ) is. These observations reveal that t
influences of the inner and the outer structures of a floc
(CDΩr/CDΩl ) need to be considered simultaneously.

For creeping flow, the drag coefficient for a rigid sphe
CD, is described by Stokes’ law,

(13)CD = 24

Re
.

For a porous sphere, this expression can be modified as

(14)CDΩ = A(β̄, ko/ki, ro/R)

Re
.

In this Stokes’-law-like relationA is a function ofβ̄, (ko/ki ),
and (ro/R).

Figs. 7–9illustrate the variations ofCDΩr andCDΩl as a
function of Re for various combinations of (ko/ki ) and β̄.
These figures indicate that the smaller theβ̄ the closer a
Fig. 4. Variation of (CDΩr/CDΩl ) as a function of (S/d) for various
(ko/ki ) at Re= 40 andβ̄ = 2. Curve 1,ko/ki = 0.1; 2, ko/ki = 0.2; 3,
ko/ki = 1; 4,ko/ki = 5; 5,ko/ki = 10. Key: same as inFig. 2.
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Fig. 5. Variation of (CDΩr/CDΩl ) as a function ofRefor various (ko/ki )
at different (S/d) for the case whenβ̄ = 2. Curve 1,ko/ki = 0.1; 2,
ko/ki = 0.2; 3, ko/ki = 1; 4, ko/ki = 5; 5, ko/ki = 10. (a)S/d = 2, (b)
S/d = 11. Key: same as inFig. 2.

Fig. 6. Variation of (CDΩr/CDΩl ) as a function ofRefor various (ko/ki )
for the case when̄β = 1 andS/d = 2. Curve 1,ko/ki = 0.1; 2,ko/ki = 0.2;
3, ko/ki = 1; 4,ko/ki = 5; 5,ko/ki = 10. Key: same as inFig. 2.

CDΩ–Recurve to a Stokes’-law-like relation, which is e
pected because the greater the volume-averaged perm
ity of a floc the more uneasy for wakes to form behind
Table 2summarizes the deviations ofCDΩ from a Stokes’-
l-

Fig. 7. Variation ofCDΩ as a function ofRe for various (ko/ki ) for the
case whenS/d = 2 and β̄ = 2. Curve 1, Stokes’ law; 2,ko/ki = 0.1; 3,
ko/ki = 0.2; 4, ko/ki = 1; 5, ko/ki = 5; 6, ko/ki = 10. (a) Leading floc,
(b) rear floc. Key: same as inFig. 2.

law-like relation atRe= 40 for variousβ̄. For a rigid sphere
Stokes’ law is applicable forRein the range of creeping flow
In the present case, the porous nature of a floc implies th
Stokes’-law-like relation can be followed forRelarger than
that for the case of rigid sphere. As can be seen inTable 2,
the deviation ofCDΩ atRe= 40 increases with the increa
in β̄. No general rule is observed between the relative m
nitudes of the deviations ofCDΩ for the leading and the rea
flocs. Judging from the degree of deviation of a curve fr
a straight line inFigs. 7–9, the larger theβ̄ and the more in-
homogeneous the structure of a floc is, the more signifi
the presence of convective flow.

3.4. Effect of floc structure

Fig. 10shows the variation of (CDΩr/CDΩl ) as a func-
tion of (ko/ki,Re) at two levels of (S/d). According to this
figure, regardless of the separation distance between
flocs, the more nonuniform the structures of flocs the sma
is (CDΩr/CDΩl ). Fig. 10 also shows that the smaller th
(S/d) and/or the larger theRe, the more important the influ
ence of the nonuniform structure of floc on (CDΩr/CDΩl ).
Fig. 11illustrates the variation of (CDΩr/CDΩl ) as a func-
tion of (ri/ro) for various (ko/ki ). According to Eq.(11),
if (ko/ki) < 1 and the volume-averaged permeability
floc remains fixed, an increase in (ri/ro) implies that the
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Fig. 8. Variation ofCDΩ as a function ofReat various (ko/ki ) for the case
of Fig. 7, except thatβ̄ = 1.

permeability of the outer layer of a floc decreases, wh
leads to a decrease in (CDΩr/CDΩl ). On the other hand, i
(ko/ki) > 1, an increase in (ri/ro) implies that the perme
ability of the outer layer of a floc increases, which leads
an increase in (CDΩr/CDΩl ). In general, the influence o
(ri/ro) on (CDΩr/CDΩl ) is more significant whenko < ki ;
that is, a floc has a more permeable inner layer.

3.5. Effect of mean floc permeability

The influence of (ko/ki ) on the variation of (CDΩr/

CDΩl ) as a function ofβ̄ is shown inFig. 12. This figure in-
dicates that the larger the value ofβ̄ (the smaller the volume
averaged permeability of a floc) the greater the differe
between the drags on two flocs, and the more nonuniform
structure of a floc the more appreciable this effect is.Fig. 12
also suggests that the less permeable the outer layer of
(curves 2 and 3) the more significant the influence ofβ̄ on
the ratio (CDΩr/CDΩl ).

In summary, the drag on two coaxial nonuniformly stru
tured flocs in a uniform flow field is estimated by solvi
the governing equations for the flow field coupled with
two-layer model for floc structure for small to medium lar
Reynolds numbers. Based on the results of numerical s
lation, we conclude the followings:
c

Fig. 9. Variation ofCDΩ as a function ofRe at various (ko/ki ) for the case
of Fig. 7, except thatβ̄ = 0.5.

(a) At a low Reynolds number, the convective flow of flu
is unimportant and the flow field near the leading reg
of a floc is symmetric to that in its read region. In th
case, the drag on the leading floc is the about the s
as that on the rear floc. As Reynolds number is rai
to 40, the convective flow becomes appreciable, and
flow field near the leading region of a floc is asymme
to that in its read region. Wakes are observed in the
region of a floc, which has the effect of reducing t
drag on the rear floc. This phenomenon is pronoun
as the separation distance between two flocs decl
However, due the high permeability of a floc, bound
separation is inappreciable.

(b) If the permeability of floc is high, a drag coefficien
Reynolds number curve tends to follow a Stokes’-la
like relation. A positive deviation from that relation
observed when the permeability of floc is low, and
more inhomogeneous the floc structure the more ap
ciable the deviation is.

(c) For a fixed volume-averaged permeability, the more
homogeneous the floc structure, the more importan
influence of Reynolds number on the ratio (drag on le
ing floc/drag on rear floc), especially when the ou
layer of a floc is less permeable than its inner layer.

(d) The less permeable a floc is, the more the differe
between the drags acting on two flocs, and this p
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Table 2
Percentage deviation from a Stokes’-law-like relation atRe= 40 for various
β̄ for the case whenS/d = 2

β̄ ko/ki Percentage deviation (%)

Leading floc Rear floc

0.5 1 −0.015 0.031
0.5 0.1 0.165 0.205
0.5 0.2 0.021 0.072
0.5 10 0.396 0.370
0.5 5 0.141 0.164
1 1 1.399 1.181
1 0.1 4.437 3.377
1 0.2 2.427 1.964
1 10 4.383 3.125
1 5 2.665 2.035
2 1 13.831 8.846
2 0.1 28.686 15.425
2 0.2 20.065 11.963
2 10 21.333 12.070
2 5 17.673 10.524

Note. Key: same as inFig. 2.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Variation of (CDΩr/CDΩl ) as a function of (ko/ki ,Re) at two
levels of (S/d) for the case when̄β = 2. (a)S/d = 2, (b) S/d = 11. Key:
same as inFig. 2.

Fig. 11. Variation of (CDΩr/CDΩl ) as a function of (ri/ro) at vari-
ous (ko/ki ) for the case whenS/d = 2, β̄ = 2, andRe= 40. Curve 1,
ko/ki = 0.1; 2, ko/ki = 0.2; 3, ko/ki = 1; 4, ko/ki = 5; 5, ko/ki = 10.
Key: same as inFig. 2.

Fig. 12. Variation of (CDΩr/CDΩl ) as a function of̄β at various (ko/ki ) for
the case whenS/d = 2 andRe= 40. Curve 1,ko/ki = 0.1; 2,ko/ki = 0.2;
3, ko/ki = 1; 4,ko/ki = 5; 5,ko/ki = 10. Key: same as inFig. 2.

nomenon is more appreciable when floc is more non
formly structured, especially when the outer layer o
floc is less permeable than its inner layer.

(e) For a fixed volume-averaged permeability, the beh
ior of the ratio (drag on rear floc/drag on leading flo
as the ratio (radius of inner layer/radius of outer lay
varies for the case when the outer layer of a floc is
permeable than its inner layer is totally different fro
that when the outer layer is more permeable. In gene
the influence of the ratio (radius of inner layer/radius
outer layer) on the ratio (drag on rear floc/drag on le
ing floc) is more important when the inner layer of a fl
is more permeable than its outer layer.
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